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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two benefits of controller-based networking compared
to traditional networking?
A. controller-based allows for fewer network failure, while
traditional increases failure rates.
B. controller-based inflates software costs, while traditional
decreases individual licensing costs
C. Controller-based reduces network configuration complexity,
while traditional increases the potential for errors
D. controller-based increases network bandwidth usage, while
traditional lightens the load on the network.
E. Controller-based provides centralization of key IT
functions. While traditional requires distributes management
function
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2

For VPN Client users,you can use the following way to the LAC
device which initiated the request?(Choose two)
A. TCP
B. IP
C. PPP
D. PPPOE
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
A company has 100 client computers.
The company plans to deploy Windows 8.1 to the client computers
and utilize the following features:
Microsoft Hyper-V 3.0
Snap
Secure boot
You need to establish whether the current hardware supports the
features.
What hardware is required to enable each of the features? (To
answer, drag the appropriate hardware requirements to the
correct location or locations in the answer area. Requirements
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need
to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.)
--Answer:
Explanation:
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